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 Plug & Play
 Multimedia Keys
 Home & Office solution

Multimedia USB Keyboard with low-profile keys and silent membrane for comfortable and quiet typing. 
Multimedia keys will allow you to start and control some of the most used applications by a single keystroke. 
The long key life and spill proof design makes this keyboard best solution for your home and office use.  

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 438 × 136 × 17 mm ⁄ Weight: 380 g ⁄ Cable length: 140 cm  
⁄ Working voltage: 5 V DC⁄ Working current: 100 m 
 
System requirements:   
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X

Multimedia USB keyboard 
YKB 1002AD
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 Volume control wheel
 Ultra thin and sleek design
 Extra comfortable palm rest

High reliable multimedia keyboard with two side hotkey layout for comfortable 
use with both hands. Big palm rest and ultra thin design ensures optimal  
and pleasant typing position. Keyboard is equipped with 104 standard keys,  
15 multimedia and internet hotkeys and volume control wheel.

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 473 × 195 × 11 mm

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X

Ultra thin multimedia USB keyboard
YKB 1010AD

AVAILABLE  
LAYOUT
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Wireless rechargeable keyboard TRIM
YKB 2000 CSBK  
YKB 2000 CSWE 

 Rechargeable battery & auto sleep
 Low profile & silent „scissor“ switches
 Full size keyboard  & multimedia keys

Rechargeable full size keyboard with reliable 2.4 GHz wireless connection and Operating range: up to 10 m. Slim and elegant body made from premium materials combined with 
high-end scissor switches will provide you comfortable typing experience with immediate tactile response. Built-in rechargeable battery supports 90 hour continuous working.  
For comfortable home or office use this full size keyboard also offers multimedia keys and numpad. Thanks to Fn lock function you can choose if you want to use multimedia 
functions or standard F1 to F12 buttons as default setup. LED indication will warn you once your battery level is low. Use any USB power source (including PC or laptop USB ports)  
to charge keyboard battery. Micro USB charging cable is included in packaging. You can charge your keyboard while used and proceed with your work without any limitations.  
The keyboard will enter sleep mode automatically after being idle for 3 seconds in order to save energy. In order to save battery you can switch off keyboard while not used and 
prolong battery life and time between single chargings.

Specifications: 
⁄ Input: micro USB (cable included) ⁄ Power input: 5 V DC/500 mA ⁄ Built in battery: 230 mAh (Lithium) ⁄ Charging time: < 4 hours ⁄ Connection: 2,4 G wireless 
⁄ Operating range: < 10 meters ⁄ Standby time: 90 days ⁄ Uninterrupted working time: 90 hours ⁄ Material: ABS/Aluminium ⁄ Dimensions: 428 × 125 × 16 mm 

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X6
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 Adjustable three-color backlight
 Windows lock / unlock key
 19 Anti-ghosting keys

Surprise you with a cheeky backlighted design. AMBUSH will bring you a full gaming pleasure 
with a possibility to choose from 3 basic backlight colors. You can adjust the brightness level  
or set up the trichromatic or monochromatic circular backlight breathing. The “Win-lock” key 
will allow you to disable the Windows key and prevent accidental activation of the Windows Start 
function during gaming sessions. 19 “Anti-ghosting” keys support functional execution  
of multiple simultaneously keystrokes without conflict and command failure. Multimedia keys 
will allow you to start and control some of the most used applications by a single keystroke.

Specifications: 
⁄ Working voltage 5 V DC ⁄ Working current: ≤ 400 mA ⁄ Cable length: 150 mm  
⁄ Dimensions: 480 × 190 × 24 mm ⁄ Weight: 630 g

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10

Wired gaming keyboard AMBUSH
YKB 3100

AVAILABLE  
LAYOUT
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⁄  Windows lock

⁄  Alternating Three-color pulse backlight

⁄  Adjustable three-color backlight

⁄  19 Anti-ghosting keys

⁄  Brightness level +

⁄  ÚBrightness level −

⁄  Single backlight breathing
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Gaming keyboard SHADOW
YKB 3200

 Metal keyboard with smartphone holder
 Durable rubber dome key switches
 Nine rainbow backlight modes

SHADOW YKB 3020 is gaming keyboard with metal plate and adjustable rainbow color backlight. 
There is total of 9 backlight modes (including backlight off) that you can select according to the 
current use, game type or environment. The durable rubber dome key switches are constructed 
to provide a quick response and give you a feeling which is specific to mechanical keyboards. 
Handy holder guarantees that your phone will be always in sight and you will nevermore  miss any 
messages or phone calls when being busy with your work or game. The “Win-lock” key will allow 
you to disable the Windows key and prevent accidental activation of the Windows Start function 
during gaming sessions. 19 “Anti-ghosting” keys support functional execution of multiple 
simultaneously keystrokes without conflict and command failure. Multimedia keys will allow you 
to start and control some of the most used applications by a single keystroke. 

Specifications: 
⁄ Rated Voltage: 5 V ± 5 % ⁄ Rated Current: 300 mA  
⁄ Stroke Life: 10 million times ⁄ Key Route: 3,6 ± 0,3 mm  
⁄ Cable length: 1.5 m ⁄ Dimensions: 435 × 175 × 32 mm ⁄ Weight: 850 g

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X

AVAILABLE  
LAYOUT
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 Software with 3 profiles
 Seven backlight colours
 Durable design with metal reinforcement

The YKB 3030 HORNET gaming keyboard is equipped with 7 backlight colours and the software to setup macros. There are seven backlight colours available, allowing you to 
choose your favourite colour with adjustable brightness  to match with other peripheries. Press the REC key and then one of the five macro buttons present to record your macro 
even without the need of any software. As opposed to recording macros via keyboard, the software offers detailed settings of both the keystrokes made and the whole macros 
which can be then applied to the bulk of keyboard buttons. Thanks to the multimedia buttons, you can simply operate the most frequently used computer features with a single 
press. Ergonomically cut keys are responsible for a reduced typing error rate and in combination with a wide space bar, the keyboard becomes the ultimate tool to play for hours 
without interruptions. Antighosting ensures that multiple keys can be pressed simultaneously without any conflict. “Win-lock” allows you to disable the Window key function, thus 
preventing the Windows start screen from being called out at random while playing. Three adjustable height levels guarantee a perfect slope for a wide range of users.  
Metal reinforcement guarantees a perfect stability and extra resistance against damage.

Specifications: 
⁄ Rated Voltage: 5 V ± 5 % ⁄ Rated Current: 300 mA  
⁄ Stroke Life: 10 million ⁄ Key Route: 5.5 mm ± 0.5 mm  
⁄ Cable length: 1,8 m ⁄ Dimensions: 501 × 198.5 × 34 mm ⁄ Weight: 1320 g

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10

Gaming keyboard HORNET
YKB 3300

AVAILABLE  
LAYOUT
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 Unique backlighting in the form of lightning 
 Adjustable mouse sensitivity up to 3200DPI
 19 keys with Anti-ghosting

UNPACK & PLAY The Ambush gaming set is intended for casual and 
semi-advanced players. The set includes a fully programmable mouse 
with adjustable sensitivity up to 3200 Dpi and an RGB backlight.  
A uniquely backlit multimedia keyboard with “Anti-ghosting” and  
“Win – lock” functions and an extremely comfortable pair of headphones 
with an adjustable microphone and volume control.

Keyboard:
⁄ Working voltage: 5 V DC ⁄ Working current: ≤ 400 mA
⁄ Layout: CZ/SK/EN ⁄ Cable length: 150 cm
⁄ Dimensions: 480 × 190 × 24 mm ⁄ Weight: 630 g

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X

AMBUSH SET
AMBUSH GAMING SET

Mouse:
⁄ Number of buttons: 6 (5 programmable) ⁄ Sensitivity: up to 3200 Dpi
⁄ Polling rate: 125/500/1 000 Hz ⁄ Dimensions: 120 × 79,5 × 38,5 mm ⁄ Weight: 135 g

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port 2.0 ⁄ Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7/8 or above ⁄ Mac OS X (software not supported)

Headphones:
⁄ Operating voltage: 500 mA ⁄ Max. vstupní výkon: 20 mV
⁄ Impedance: 32 Ω ⁄ Frequency Response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz
⁄ Speaker sensitivity: 98 ±3 dB ⁄ Microphone frequency 100 Hz - 10 kHz 
⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -42 ±3 dB ⁄ Cable length: 2,2 m
⁄ Audio plugs: 2× 3,5 mm jack ⁄ Backlight plug: USB 5 V DC
⁄ Speaker Dimension: ø 50 mm

AVAILABLE  
LAYOUT

US

AVAILABLE  
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 Ergonomic design
 Keyboard with silent keys
 Mouse with adjustable DPI

Wireless keyboard and mouse set is a perfect solution for home or office use. Compact 
keyboard size and ergonomic design combined with silent keys will ensure perfect typing 
feeling. Multimedia keys will allow you to start and control some of the most used applications 
by a single keystroke. The long key life and spill proof design makes this keyboard best solution 
for your home and office use. The mouse is suitibale for left or right hand use and you can 
set up it´s sensitivity up to 1600 DPI. Wireless working distance is up to 10 meters and set is 
connected with your PC with only one nano receiver. Batteries are included.

Specifications:
⁄ Mouse working voltage: 1.5 V/10 mA (1 x AA alcaline)
⁄ Keyboard working voltage 1,5 V/2,5 mA  (1 x AAA alcaline)
⁄ Wireless frequency: 2 408–2 474 MHz
⁄ Operation channels: 34 auto hopping
⁄ Transmission distance : up to 10 m
⁄ Keyboard dimensions: 468 × 155 × 23 mm
⁄ Mouse dimensions: 100 × 60 × 39 mm

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X

Wireless set SEQUENCE
YKM 2006CS
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USB mouse DAKAR
YMS 1010BK
YMS 1010RD

 6 buttons
 Multicolor backlight
 800/1200/1600/2400 DPI

USB mouse Dakar is your best choice for home & office use.  
The mouse features a precision optical sensor with adjustable resolution 
800/1200/1600/2400 DPI and it is suitable for both left- and right-handed 
use. Rubbered surface ensures maximum comfort and pleasant control. 
There are 3 standard buttons, 2 side buttons for easier page scrolling  
in an internet browser as well as an “On-The-Fly” DPI setting button.  
Stylish multicolour backlight is placed on both sides of the mouse.

Specifications: 
⁄ Power consumption: DC 5 V/100 mA ⁄ Number of buttons: 6 
⁄ Sensitivity: 800 / 1 200 / 1 600 / 2 400 DPI 
⁄ Dimensions 112 × 70 × 37 mm⁄ Weight: 79 g 

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10⁄ Mac OS X 15
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USB wired mouse SUVA
YMS 1015BK 
YMS 1015PE 
YMS 1015RD 
YMS 1015YW 

 Rubberized surface
 Ergonomic design
 Plug & Play

Wired 3-button mouse with 1000 DPI optical 
sensor. Suitable for home and office use.  
The rubberized no-sweat surface ensures 
comfortable long term use.

Specifications:
⁄ Input: DC 5 V / 100 mA 
⁄ Wire lenght: 1,25 m 
⁄ Dimensions: 104 × 66 × 39 mm 

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port 
⁄ Windows 7/8/10 
⁄ Mac OS X16
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Wired USB mouse QUITO
YMS 1025BE
YMS 1025BK
YMS 1025GD
YMS 1025GN
YMS 1025PK

 Suitable for left and right hand use
 Switchable resolution up to 2400Dpi
 Ergonomic shape and pleasant surface

Wired 4-button mouse with switchable resolution up to 2400 DPI 
for responsive, smooth cursor control, precise tracking and easy 
text selection. Thanks to its ergonomic shape and pleasant surface 
feeling is this mouse ideal option for office or home use. Mouse is 
suitibale for left and right hand use. 

Specifications:
⁄ Input: DC 5 V ⁄ Sensitivity: 800/1 200/1 600/2 400 DPI (default 1 200 DPI)
⁄ Sensor: optical (Sunplus 168A) ⁄ Polling rate: 125 Hz/s
⁄ Speed: up to 25 IP ⁄ Cable length: 150 cm
⁄ Dimensions: 102 × 59 × 36 mm ⁄ Weight: 70 g

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X 17
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Wired USB mouse FANTASY
YMS 1020BE 
YMS 1020PK 

 High resolution optical sensor
 Unique design and pleasant material
 Rubberized sides for a comfortable grip

Unique wired mouse FANTASY is designed for kids, dreamers and those who 
do not really like ordinary mouse style. It is a middle-sized mouse, suitable for 
left and right hand use. Thanks to its ergonomic shape and smooth surface 
feeling, this mouse is an ideal option for a daily use at home or in the office.

Specifications:
⁄ Input: DC 5 V ⁄ Sensitivity: 1 200 DPI ⁄ Sensor: optical (KA2)  
⁄ Polling rate: 125 Hz/s ⁄ Cable length: 150 cm  
⁄ Dimensions: 96 × 55 × 35 mm ⁄ Weight: 68 g

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X18
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USB mouse Lima
YMS 4005BK
YMS 4005GY

 Small size
 Retractable cable
 Plug & Play

Portable and pratical mini mouse with an retractable USB cable.  
Optimal choice for notebook users and travelers. Suitable for both hands.

Specifications: 
⁄ Input: DC 5 V / 100 mA 
⁄ Resolution: 800 DPI 
⁄ USB wire: 0,7 m 
⁄ Dimensions: 89 × 50 × 35 mm 
⁄ Weight: 57 g

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 19
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Wireless mouse MONACO
YMS 2015BE
YMS 2015BK
YMS 2015GY
YMS 2015PE

Nano USB

 Rubberized surface
 Ergonomic design
 Plug & Play

2.4 GHz wireless 3-button mouse with 1000 DPI optical sensor. Suitable for home 
and office use. The rubberized no-sweat surface ensures comfortable long term 
use. Built-in Nano receiver with 8 to 10 meters working distance. On/Off switch 
for battery saving. 

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 2× AAA battery – 3 V DC / 15 mA 
⁄ Dimensions: 115 × 66 × 32 mm 

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port 
⁄ Windows 7/8/10 
⁄ Mac OS X20
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Nano USB

Wireless mouse HAVANA
YMS 2025BE 
YMS 2025BK
YMS 2025SR

 Optical sensor Pixart
 Rubberized side grip
 1600 DPI resolution

2.4 GHz wireless 6-button mouse with 1600 DPI optical sensor. Suitable for home and office use.  
Built-in Nano receiver with < 10 meters working distance. On/Off switch for battery saving. 

Specifications:
⁄ Number of buttons: 6 ⁄ Mouse Senzor: Pixart 3205 ⁄ Resolution: up to 1 000/1 600 DPI  
⁄ Input: 1× AA baterry - 1,5 V DC ⁄ Batteries are included. ⁄ Dimensions: 107 × 63 × 42 mm 

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X
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 DPI - 800/1 200/2 000
 Number of buttons: 5+1
 Plug & Play

The SHADOW YMS 3007 is designed for less demanding and occasional computer 
gamers. The mouse features a precision optical sensor with adjustable resolution 
800/1200/2000 DPI. There are 3 standard buttons (a lit 3D scroll wheel), 2 side 
buttons for easier page scrolling in an internet browser as well as an “On-The-Fly” 
DPI setting button. Its special “Anti-sweat” surface ensures maximum comfort  
and pleasant control.

Specifications: 
⁄ Number of buttons: 5+1 
⁄ Resolution: 800/1 200/2 000 DPI 
⁄ Interface: USB  
⁄ Cable length: 1,8 m 
⁄ Dimensions: 122 × 76 × 37 mm 
⁄ Weight: 125 g 

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10

Gaming mouse SHADOW
YMS 3007
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Gaming mouse HORNET
YMS 3009

 9 programmable buttons
 Multi-fire button
 Software

The HORNET YMS 3009 Optical Gaming Mouse is designed for advanced computer game players 
seeking not only quality but also design. The optimal “survival” arsenal and its full utilisation during 
missions is looked after by a total of 9 programmable buttons, incl. the ergonomic “multi-fire” button on 
the right side of the mouse. The included driver (CZ/EN) enables extensive setting options. The functions 
of the individual buttons can be changed, lighting can be set and macros can be created and edited.  
The HORNET comes with 256 kb of internal memory for storing 5 gaming profiles. Furthermore,  
it is possible to set cursor speed, double-click speed, scrolling speed, X- and Y-axis sensitivity, etc. 
Importantly, the sensor sensitivity can be adjusted from 400 to 3200 DPI and the polling rate can be set 
between 125 and 1000 Hz. The weight of the mouse can be adjusted by adding or removing 5 weights 
hidden under the top cover. Its long lifetime is also ensured by its braided cable with a gold-plated USB 
connector with an ideal length of 1.8 m. The LED sensitivity setting light and the unobtrusive orange 
backlight ensure the ultimate gaming experience even when the HORNET is used in the dark.

Specifications: 
⁄ Number of buttons: 9 programmable ⁄ Sensitivity: 400/800/1 600/3 200 DPI  
⁄ Frame rate: 3 600 fps ⁄ Polling rate: 125/500/1 000 Hz/s 
⁄ Speed: 68 IPS ⁄ Acceleration: 30 G ⁄ Dimensions:  106 × 74 × 39 mm  
⁄ Weight: 100 g (+/−20 g)

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10
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 Adjustable multicolor backlight
 5 programmable buttons
 Gold-plated USB connector

Wired gaming mouse AMBUSH will surprise you with a cheeky 
backlight design. With included software (EN/CZ) you can set up any 
color you like for each DPI value. The functions of the buttons can be 
programmed, macros can be created and edited. It is possible to set 
cursor speed, double-click speed, scrolling speed, etc. The sensor 
sensitivity can be adjusted up to 3200 DPI and the polling rate can be 
set between 125 and 1000 Hz. Rubberized finishing and ergonomic 
design will secure comfortable using of AMBUSH during your gaming 
sessions or office work.

Gaming mouse AMBUSH
YMS 3017

Specifications: 
⁄ Number of buttons: 6 (5 programmable)  
⁄ Sensitivity: up to 3 200 DPI  
⁄ Polling rate: 125/500/1 000 Hz  
⁄ Dimensions: 120 × 79,5 × 38,5 mm  
⁄ Weight: 135 g 

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port 2.0 ⁄ Windows 7/8/1024
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Gaming mouse Overlord/Resistance
YMS 3028BE
YMS 3028RD

 Up to 4000 DPI resoultion
 7 Programmable buttons
 Tripple firekey

Protect your territory and allies with 8 button programmable gaming mice. Use included 
customizing software to improve mouse performance, change backlight color and style, 
create macros or set up requested function for each of 7 programmable buttons. You can 
adjust report rate (polling), sensitivity, scrolling and double-click speed. In each of 5 offered 
profiles you can choose 3 default modes to setup mouse for gaming, multimedia or office 
work or simply set the profiles to fit your most used programs and activities. Thanks to RGB 
LED technology you can set up any mouse backlight colour for separate profiles. Mouse 
ergonomy is designed in order to meet the most common requests of advanced gamers  
no matter which kind of grip they use while playing. 1.8 m braided cable with long lifespan 
and gold plated USB plug ensures fast and accurate mouse connection with maximum 
polling rate up to 1000 Hz.

Specifications:
⁄ Input: DC 5V/60 mA ⁄ Number of buttons: 7 ⁄ Mouse sensor: Avago A3050  
⁄ Resolution: až 4 000 DPI ⁄ Polling rate: 125 Hz-1 000 Hz ⁄ Acceleration: 20 G 
⁄ Interface: gold plated USB ⁄ Cable length: 180 cm  
⁄ Dimensions: 125 × 78 × 43 mm ⁄ Weight: 157 g 

System requirements: 
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 26
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 Large surface area 
 Smoooth mouse movement
 Suitable for all types of mouses 

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 223 × 183 × 4 mm

Flat mouse pad
YPM 1000BE

  Provides large mousing area
  Durable, washable and anti-static  
  Smooth surface for slightly movement

Suitable for all types of mouses.

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 220 × 180 × 0.35 mm

Ultra thin mouse pad
YPM 2000GY

 Non-skid foam rubber base
  Large micro-textured mouse area
  Improve mouse tracking, accuracy and speed

Large and non-skid gaming pad for best performance of your mouse is 
suitable for all types of mouses. Step into the game with improoved tracking, 
accuracy and speed of your weapons and skills. GATEWAY is made of durable, 
washable, anti-peeling and anti-static material. 

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 320 × 265 × 4 mm

Gaming mouse pad GATEWAY
YPM 3001
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 9 changable light modes
 Low-friction PVC surface
  Non-slip steady rubber base

SHIELD is a hard and RGB backlighted mouse pad designed for maximum gaming 
experience. Low-friction surface is optimized for accurate tracking of optical and laser 
mouse sensors. With only one touch you can switch between seven basic colours and two 
RGB modes. Backlight can be easily turned off or its intensity can be adjusted in three 
levels. The backlight controller is well accessible and is at the same level as the surface  
of the pad, which does not diminish the game space and does not restrict the movements 
of the mouse. Included 1,8 m braided USB cable is detachable so you can always unplug 
your pad in case you dont need backlight.

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 350 × 250 × 5 mm
⁄ Input: 5 V /150 mA max.
⁄ Input plug: micro USB
⁄ Cable length: 1,8 m  (included)
⁄ Surface material: PVC
⁄ Light guide panel material: Acrylic
⁄ Bottom material: Rubber
⁄ Weight: 482 g

Gaming RGB Mouse Pad SHIELD
YPM 3005
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 Excellent glide characteristics
 Colored stitched edges
 Non-slip rubber base

Large 3D fabric surface with excellent glide characteristics ensures 
optimal mouse control and will significantly improve accuracy and 
precision of your mouse sensor. Heavy grip non-slip rubber base prevents 
the pad from sliding or moving. Colored stitched edges prevents fraying 
or peeling of surface and makes pad edges visible in dark gaming 
atmosphere by peripheral vision. AMBUSH mouse pad is suitable for 
optical and laser mouse sensors.

Specifications: 
⁄ Surface material: Polyester fibre
⁄ Bottom material: Natural rubber ⁄ Dimensions: 400 × 300 × 4 mm

Gaming mouse pad AMBUSH
YPM 3009

Gaming mouse pad SHADOW XL
YPM 3007

 Balanced mouse gliding
 Improoved keyboard stability
 Heavy grip non-slip rubber base

Extra large mouse pad will provide you bigger usable area for your gaming 
experiences. SHADOW XL will significantly improve your keyboard stability and mouse 
performance at the same time. The advanced weaving technology used for the pad 
surface provides balanced mouse glide and extremely precise tracking. The edges 
are reinforced by a tight stitching that prevents damage, deformation and greatly 
increases lifespan of your mousepad. SHADOW XL mouse pad is suitable for optical 
and laser mouse sensors.

Specifications: 
⁄ Surface material: Polyester fibre
⁄ Bottom material: Natural rubber ⁄ Dimensions: 900 × 300 × 3 mm30
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 Preventing excessive wrist straining
 High sensitive surface cloth
 Non-skid bottom surface

Ergonomic mouse pad with soft gel wrist rest ensures optimal position of 
your hand. Comfortable mouse area with micro-textured surface improve 
mouse tracking, accuracy and speed. Pad is made from durable, washable, 
anti-peel, anti-static material. Suitable for all types of mouses.

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 250 × 220 × 20 mm

Gel mouse pad
YPM 4000BK

 Preventing excessive wrist straining
 Pleasant and durable materials 
 Non-skid bottom surface

Ergonomic keyboard pad with soft gel wrist rest ensures optimal position 
of your hands during long and frequent writing. Pad is made from durable, 
washable, anti-peel, anti-static material. 

Specifications: 
⁄ Dimensions: 490 × 90 × 20 mm

Gel Wrist Rest For Keyboard 
YPM 5000BK
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USB 2.0 hub  
and card reader  
YHC 101SR

USB 2.0 and OTG hub  
and card reader  
YHC 102SR

 Premium quality
 Three USB 2.0 ports
 Double slot card reader

Stylish 2.0 USB adapter that combines USB hub with a card reader. It expands your 
PC with three additional USB ports allowing you to connect external devices such 
as mouse, keyboard, phones, external hard drive, flash drive, etc. Double slot card 
reader supports automatic card detection and it is compatible with the most popular 
memory card formats.
 
Suported cards:
⁄ SD ⁄ SDXC ⁄ SDHC ⁄ Micro SD (TransFlash) ⁄ Micro SDHC

Specifications:
⁄ HUB: 3× USB 2.0 port 
⁄ Output power: DC 5C/500 mA 
⁄ Card reader: SD, micro SD slot 
⁄ Data transfer rate: 480 Mbps 
⁄ Cable length: 30 cm ⁄ Dimensions: 84 × 24 × 16 mm

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Linux 2.4 or above ⁄ Mac OS X

 Three USB 2.0 ports
 USB OTG for mobile devices
 Double slot card reader 

Stylish 2.0 USB adapter that combines USB hub with a card reader including 
additional USB OTG Micro-B connection for mobile devices. It expands your PC  
or mobile device with three additional USB ports allowing you to connect external 
devices such as mouse, keyboard, phones, external hard drive, flash drive, etc. 
Double slot card reader supports automatic card detection and it is compatible  
with the most popular memory card formats.  
 
Suported cards:
⁄ SD ⁄ SDXC ⁄ SDHC ⁄ Micro SD (TransFlash) ⁄ Micro SDHC

Specifications:
⁄ HUB: 3× USB 2.0 port ⁄ Output power: DC 5C /500 mA 
⁄ Card reader: Slot SD, micro SD ⁄ Data transfer rate: 480 Mbps 
⁄ USB cable length 30 cm ⁄ OTG cable length: 20 cm ⁄ Dimensions: 84 × 24 × 16 mm

System requirements:
⁄ Micro-B connection compatible only with OTG enabled mobile devices
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Linux 2.4  or above ⁄ Mac OS X32
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Card reader
YCR 2001BK

 Practical design 17 in 1
 Small size
 Plug & Play

Portable card reader/writer for the most common types of cards. Fully compatible with High Speed USB 2.0. 
Data rate of up to 480 Mbps. Power supply via a fold-out USB port. Does not require installation or an external 
power supply (Plug & Play).
 
Supported types of cards: 
⁄ SD ⁄ miniSD ⁄ micro SD ⁄ SDHC ⁄ miniSDHC ⁄ micro SDHC ⁄ SDXC ⁄ micro SDXC 
⁄ MMC ⁄ MMCmicro ⁄ MMCplus⁄ RS-MMC ⁄ MMCmobile ⁄ Memory Stick PRO/Duo ⁄ PRO Duo ⁄ Micro (M2)

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10⁄ Mac OS X ⁄ Linux Kernel 2.4.2 and higher

17 in 1
 BESTSELLER
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 Practical design
 Small size
 Plug & Play

Very high quality four-port USB hub makes it possible to install and run multiple devices at  
the same time (mouse, keyboard, printer, etc.). Does not require installation, simply insert it into  
the USB port on your computer. Thanks to its pocket size and practical design, it is ideal for every 
day carrying and use.

Specifications:
⁄ Power: USB 5 V DC ⁄ Speed: up to 480 Mbps ⁄ USB 2.0 / USB 1.1 / 1.0

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS x

Hub 4× USB 2.0
YHB 4001BK
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 Dust resistant protection
 LED power signalization
 External power supply

Exclusive four-port USB hub with dust-resistant rubber covers and power switch for easy use and management. 
Power is supplied via USB or an external power adapter can be used if necessary (not included). Green LED diode 
indicates the activity of the device. Does not require installation (Plug & Play).

Specifications:
⁄ Power: USB 5 V DC (ext. 5 V DC/1 A positive polarity) ⁄ Speed: up to 480 Mbps ⁄ USB 2.0/USB 1.1/1.0 
⁄ Dimensions: 112 × 28 × 19 mm ⁄ Cable lenght: 660 mm ⁄ Color: black

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X

Hub 4× USB 2.0
YHB 4002BK
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 Practical design
 External power supply
 Plug & Play

Quality practical seven-port USB hub makes it possible to install and run up to 7 devices at the same time (mouse, keyboard, printer, etc.). The device does not 
require installation, simply insert it into the USB port on your computer. Power is supplied via USB or an external power adapter can be used if necessary  
(not included). Thanks to its ergonomic design and compact dimensions, it is ideal for everyday carrying and use even when away from home or the office.

Specifications:
⁄ Power: USB 5 V DC (ext. 5VDC/1 A positive polarity) ⁄ Speed: up to 480 Mbps ⁄ USB2.0/USB 1.1/1.0 ⁄ Dimensions: 102 × 21 × 19 mm
⁄ Cable lenght: 550 mm ⁄ Material: plastic ⁄ Color: black

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X

Hub 7× USB 2.0
YHB 7001BK
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4-Port USB 3.0 charging hub 
YHB 4341BK

 Plug & Play
 External power supply
 Built-in surge protection

4-Port USB 3.0 HUB with Super Speed data transfer up to 5 Gbps and micro USB input for 
external power supply. The USB Hub adds 4 USB ports to your PC, allows you to connect 
additional devices such as mouses, keyboards, external hard drives, flash drives, etc. HUB can 
be used as multiple USB charger with max. charging current of 2.4 A on a single USB port if 
additional power supply is used (not included). Charging and data transfer works simultaneously, 
thus you can conveniently fast-charge your mobile device while continue using  your other USB 
3.0 peripherals. HUB supports hot swapping and thanks to built-in surge protection keeps your 
devices and data safe.

Specifications:
⁄ Upstream port: 1× USB 3.0 Typ A 
⁄ Downstream porty: 4× USB 3.0 
⁄ Data transfer rate:  up to 5 Gbps
⁄ Ext. power input: micro USB 5 V/2 A (max.) 
⁄ Power output: DC 5 V / 2.4 A (max. on single port) 
⁄ Cable length: 120 cm 
⁄ Power adapter is not included
⁄ Dimensions: 72 × 42 × 11 mm

System requirements:
⁄ USB port ⁄ Windows 7/8/10 ⁄ Mac OS X ⁄ Linux 2.6.14 or above38
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 4 High Speed Extended USB Ports
 Multidirectional flexible cable mount
 Stable triangular base with backlight

STING is really cool gaming supplement that will allow you unlimited mouse 
movements by holding your mouse cable out of the way. 4 USB ports will manage all 
your desktop USB cables. Pleasant orange backlight with on/off switch will bring you 
right gaming atmosphere. Multidirectional flexible cable mount is detachable.  
Full stability is ensured with inner weights and triangular silicon foot-pad. 

Specifications: 
⁄ Power output: 5 V DC/500 mA 
⁄ 4× USB port 2.0 
⁄ LED indication of port in use 
⁄ Data transfer speed up to 480 Mbps  
⁄ 1.2m High performance USB input cable

Gaming USB hub with mouse  
cable mount STING
YHB 3004
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⁄ Adjustable height ⁄ 4 USB 2.0 ports ⁄ Cable holder ⁄ Stable pad ⁄ Amazing cooling

 Up to 15" Notebooks
 4× USB Hub
 High speed low noice fan

Adjustable height (6 lockable positions) make it possible to set the required 
viewing angle. Optimal heat dissipation from the notebook is provided by  
a powerful fan that can be turned off and placed in the ideal position depending 
on the type and size of the notebook (fan can be moved horizontally approx. 7 cm 
left and right from the middle of the pad). The pad contains 4 USB 2.0 ports and  
a practical cable holder on the rear side (that can be hidden when you are not 
using it). Suitable for all notebooks up to 15".

Specifications:
⁄ Current: 0,38 A ⁄ Operating voltage:  5 V DC ⁄ Speed: 1 100 RPM ⁄ Noise level: 19 dBA 
⁄ Dimensions: 355 × 260 × 38 mm ⁄ Fan dimensions Ø 140 mm ⁄ Weight: 680 g

HIGH SPEED 
LOW NOISE 

FAN

Cooling notebook pad
YSN 110
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 Low noise fan with LED backlight
 2× USB port (sync & charge)
 Suitable for laptops up to 17" size

Low weight and ergonimic design will allow you to use it on your desktop  
or your lap while sitting or resting in sofa or bed. Fan with low noise level will 
not disturb you while working and it can be switched on/off any time. 2 USB 
ports can be used for data transfer or charging of another device (1 USB port  
is used for cooling pad power connection with your laptop).

Specifications: 
⁄ Operating voltage: USB 5 V DC ⁄ Current: 0,38 A 
⁄ Fan speed: 1 000 RPM ⁄ Noise level: 10 dBA  
⁄ LED color: blue ⁄ Pad dimensions: 380 × 260 × 24 mm 
⁄ Fan dimensions Ø 140 mm ⁄ Weight: 720 g

Cooling notebook pad
YSN 120
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⁄ Adjustable angles ⁄ Tilt Stopper  ⁄ 2× 80 mm ventilators ⁄ Easy assembly/Disassembly

 Up to 17" Notebooks
 Compact ergonomic design
 Silent built-in fans

Cooling stand under notebooks up to 17" in size. Aluminium body and 
two 80 mm fans ensure sufficient heat dissipation and optimal cooling 
of your equipment. A total of six swivel joints (360°) make it possible 
to set the notebook into the optimal position for work or play and its 
high stability is guaranteed even on slightly uneven surfaces. The stand 
is very easy to adjust to various heights and viewing angles, which 
make it into a great work aid, whether it be in the living room, bedroom, 
home office or outdoors. Thanks to its light aluminium construction, 
this stand is easy to move and you will appreciate its low weight and 
dimensions when storing it or when travelling. The safe “anchoring”  
of the notebook is ensured by a fold-out limit stop, which you can also 
use as a surface for placing smaller items.

Specifications:
⁄ Operating voltage (fans): 5 V DC 
⁄ Current: 0,38 A
⁄ Noise level of the fans: < 25 dBA
⁄ Dimensions when folded up: 480 × 280 × 40 mm
⁄ Dimensions (work surface area): 350 × 260 × 15 mm
⁄ Work height: 40-465 mm 
⁄ Weight: 1 060 g

Cooling notebook table
YSN 210

TOTALLY 

COMFORTABLE 
AND 

PORTABLE 
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 Touch and tab control
 Slim design and foldable size
 Hands free call function for smartphone

Wireless headset GROOVE will bring you high quality music experience supported 
with 4.0 + EDR Bluetooth connection. Headset supports Bluetooth phone calls 
with “last called number” re-dial function and possibility to be connected with two 
phones at the same time. For maximum comfortable use GROOVE is equipped with 
finger “touch or tab” sensor for volume and next / previous track settings. Headset 
supports AUX input for non - Bluetooth devices. You will definitely appreciate low 
weight, slim design, perfect grip and foldable size of GROOVE when listening music 
or traveling.

Specifications: 
⁄ Wireless transmission distance: < 10 m 
⁄ Battery capacity: 300 mAh ⁄ Output power: 50 mW 
⁄ Speaker impedance: 32 Ω  
⁄ Frequency range: 20 Hz–20 kHz 
⁄ Sensitivity: 95 dB ⁄ Charging time: 2,5 h 
⁄ Voice communication working time: 8–10 h  
⁄  Bluetooth music playing time: 8-10 h  

(based on two-thirds of the maximum volume)
⁄  Battery level indicator: red LED when charging,  

blue LED when fully charged. ⁄ Operating time: 8–10 h
⁄ Speaker dimensions: Ø 32 mm ⁄ Weight: 110 g

Wireless Bluetooth headset GROOVE
YHP 15BTBK
YHP 15BTWE
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 Perfect sound experience
 Ideal for endless gaming sessions
 Omni-directional microphone

Gaming headphones HORNET are ideal for playing games, listening to music and 
conversations via VoIP services. Two 40 mm speakers will supply you with clear 
and accurate sound experience. Low weight and big ear-cups ensures extremely 
comfortable gaming and music sessions without interference from background 
noise and pressure on the ears. You can twist and band rubbered omni-directional 
microphone for optimal and clear voice transmission. Microphone can be turned off 
with mute switch placed on in-line volume regulator.

Specifications: 
⁄ Standard operating voltage: 3 V 
⁄ Impedance: 32 Ω 
⁄ Frequency response: 20 Hz–20 kHz 
⁄ Speaker sensitivity: 102 ± 3 dB 
⁄ Microphone directivity: Omnidirection  
⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -58 dB 
⁄ Frequency response: 50 Hz–10 kHz 
⁄ Cable length: 2,4 m 
⁄ Plug type:Ф 3.5 Stereo 
⁄ Speaker dimension: Ø 40 mm

Gaming headphones HORNET
YHP 3010
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 Cracked backlight
 Extremely comfortable
 Clear and accurate sound

Gaming headphones AMBUSH with clear and accurate sound are ideal 
choice for playing games, listening to music and conversations via VoIP 
services. Comfortable use without interference from background noise and 
pressure on the ears is ensured by ergonomic designed ear-cups. Volume 
can be adjusted with in-line volume controler and optimal microphone 
position can be set for clear voice transmission.

Specifications: 
⁄ Backlight plug: USB 5 V DC
⁄ Max. input power: 20 mV  
⁄ Operating voltage: 500 mA  
⁄ Impedance: 32 Ω 
⁄ Speaker sensitivity: 98 ± 3 dB 
⁄ Frequency response: 20 Hz–20 kHz 
⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -42 ± 3 dB 
⁄ Microphone frequency: 100 Hz–10 kHz 
⁄ Cable length: 2,2 m 
⁄ Audio plugs: 2× 3,5 mm Jack 
⁄ Speaker dimension: Ø 50 mm

Gaming headphones AMBUSH
YHP 3020
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7.1 Gaming headset SABOTAGE
YHP 3030

 7.1 virtual surround sound
 Self-adjusting headband
 Bass vibrations

Gaming headset SABOTAGE with 7.1 surround sound enhanched by bass vibrations will bring you impressive gaming 
experience and atmosphere. Thanks to realistic surround sound you will hear every footstep or move made by your 
enemies with accurate positioning and be ready to defend your self or sabotage their actions from right directions. 
Microphone position is adjustable by flexibile goose neck in order to ensure perfect and clear voice communication. 
Decent LED signalization will inform you if microphone is in use or muted. Volume control and microphone  
mute - vibration on/off button are integrated in left-side ear cup in order to ensure easy and quick acces to settings 
and avoid cable tightening caused by common in-line controllers. Self-adjusting headband and ear cushions are 
designed for absolute comfort and long gaming sessions. The static, unobstructive red backlight defines your 
gaming style and makes the headset visible in a dark environment, but will not disturb you or your teammates  
during the gaming sessions. For convenience and unlimited use headset is connected to a computer with a  
2.4 m anti-tangle braided cable with gold plated USB connector.

Headphone characteristics: 
⁄ Rated input power: 20 mW ⁄ Nominal impedance: 32 Ω ⁄ Frequency Response: 20 Hz–20 kHz  
⁄ Speaker sensitivity: 115 +/- 3 dB ⁄ Speaker Dimension: Ø 40 mm (Neodynium Magnets) 

Microphone characteristics:
⁄ Microphone type: Condenser ⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -42 +/- 2 dB ⁄ Frequency Response: 20 Hz–10 kHz 
⁄ Supply voltage: 2 V ⁄ Nominal impedance: 2.2 Kohm ⁄ Dimensions: Ø 4 × 1,5 mm  
⁄ Length: 150 mm (include gooseneck) ⁄ Connection: USB plug (gold plated) ⁄ Cable length: 2,4 m ⁄ Weight: 417 g
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“High Resolution” in-ear headphones  
with microphone
YHP 205BK
YHP 205CE
YHP 205WE

 Ergonomic In-ear design
 Titanium speaker diaphragm
 Omni-Directional microphone

“High Resolution” in-ear headphones are best solution for digital music  played from your portable 
and smart devices. Durable, stylish and user friendly in-line multi function controller is designed and 
tested for inconsiderate daily use. Premium materials combined with ergonomic design will deliver 
to you perfect sound experience and comfortable use even while walking, running or exercising.
Thanks to sensitive omni-directional condenser microphone all your calls will be well heard and clearly 
understandable under any conditions.

Specifications: 
⁄ Shell material: Aluminum alloy & PC  
⁄ Frequency response: 20 Hz–20 kHz 
⁄ Driver type: Dynamic, N40 Neodymium magnet  
⁄ Speaker impedance: 21 Ω ±15 % 
⁄ Speaker diaphragm: Titanium ⁄ Rated input: 3 mW  
⁄ Max. Output: 5 mW ⁄ Speaker diameter: Ø 10 mm  
⁄ THD: ≤ 5 % @ 1 kHz, 126 mV 
⁄ Sensitivity: 102 dB (± 3 dB) @ 1 kHz, 126 mV  
⁄ Microphone type: Omni-Directional Condenser Mic. 
⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -42 dB ± 3 dB (0 dB = 1 V/Pa @ 1 kHz)  
⁄ Microphone output impedance: 2,2 kΩ 
⁄ Plug: Gold plated 3.5 mm ptereo plug  
⁄ Push switch: Panasonic (100,000 cycles) 
⁄ Cable length: 120 cm48
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Earphones with microphone
YHP 305BK
YHP 305GD
YHP 305PK
YHP 305WE

 Extremely comfortable
 Perfect sound experience
 Ultra-lightweight metal shell

Stylish and lightweight earphones are best choice for listening of music played from all portable and 
smart devices. Enjoy not only perfectly balanced music sound but also call or receive your phone calls. 
All is controlled with user friendly in-line multi function controller designed for inconsiderate daily use.
Premium materials combined with ergonomic design will deliver to you perfect sound experience and 
comfortable use even while walking, running or exercising.

Specifications: 
⁄ Shell material: Metal Aluminium alloy  
⁄ Frequency response: 20 Hz–20 kHz 
⁄ Driver type: Copper ring  
⁄ Speaker impedance: 32 Ω 
⁄ Speaker diaphragm: PTD  
⁄ Rated input: 1 mW  
⁄ Max. Output: 1,9 mW 
⁄ Speaker diameter: Ø 14,2 mm  
⁄ THD: 20 Hz - 5 000 Hz ≤ 5 % 
⁄ Sensitivity: 119 dB ± 3 dB  
⁄ Microphone type: Omnidirectional  
⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -42 ± 3 dB  
⁄ Microphone output impedance: 2,27 Ω  
⁄ Plug: Gold plated 3,5 mm 
⁄ Cable length: 120 cm 49
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 Extremely comfortable
 Excellent voice quality
 Lightweight metal shell

Wireless handsfree headset is best solution for safe hands-free calls while driving 
or in any other situation where you need free hands for other tasks. Thin design and 
minimal weight provide convenient use and unrestricted movement in any moment 
and situation. Silicone earbud cover is designed to ensure safe and solid but at the 
same time comfortable contact with your ear.

Specifications:
⁄ Type of connection: Bluetooth v 4.1
⁄ Transmission distance: 10 m
⁄ Battery: Lithium polymer (40 mAh)
⁄ Talking time: 3 h
⁄ Standby time: 100 h
⁄ Charging time: 1 h
⁄ Input: micro USB/5 V DC
⁄ Frequency response: 20 Hz-20 kHz
⁄ Speaker sensitivity: 92 dB
⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -42 dB
⁄ Included accessories: charging cable and ear hook
⁄ Dimensions: 90 × 10 × 5 mm
⁄ Weight: 5,4 g

Wireless handsfree headset 
YHF F15BK
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Studio microphone set
 YMC 1030

 Cardioid condenser microphone
 Adjustable microphone studio stand
 Pop filter & shock mount & wind cover

Studio microphone set “STREAMER” is the perfect starting pack for streaming, vlogging, 
podcasting, online gaming, audio recording or live broadcasting. High quality cardioid 
condenser microphone comes with everything you need. Package includes pop filter, 
shock mount, wind cover and adjustable desktop studio stand. The microphone delivers 
a smooth and clean audio response. Thanks to the cardioid polar pattern characteristic 
and detachable pop filter, this microphone reduce ambient noises and transmitt 
clear and acurate voice of the broadcasting person. For comfortable use and optimal 
positioning microphone is fixed in a stand with 2-axis swivel mount. Vertical reach of the 
stand is up to 750 mm and it can be mounted on all tables from 10 to 52 mm thickness.
The microphone uses standard XLR output and comes included with a 2,5 m cable 
(XLR/3,5mm jack). In case your computer uses a combined mic and headphone jack, 
you can use Y adapter which is included in packaging.

Specifications: 
⁄ Microphone-core: Condenser (Ø 16 mm) 
⁄ Polar pattern: Cardioid ⁄ Frequency response: 30 Hz - 16 kHz 
⁄ Sensitivity: -38 dB+/-3 dB (0 dB=1 V/Pa @ 1 kHz)  
⁄ Equivalent noise level: 16 dBA max. ⁄ Microphone sensitivity: -42 +/- 2 dB 
⁄ Frequency response: 20 Hz–10 kHz ⁄ Maximum SPL: 120 dB 
⁄ S/N Ratio: 70 dB ⁄ Electrical current: 3 mA ⁄ Voltage: 1,5 V ⁄ Material: Metal 
⁄ Stand vertical reach: up to 750 mm⁄ Plug: 3,5 mm Jack ⁄ Cable length: 2,5 m  
⁄ Required table thickness: 10 to 52 mm
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⁄ Spring Strengthen

⁄ All steel construction

⁄ Adjustable Screw 

⁄ Adjustable Clamp 

⁄ Smooth Bendable
   Steel Material
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Desktop PC microphone
YMC 1020GY

 Plug & play
 Professional design
 Clear and natural sound

High quality PC microphone that can be used for online gaming, chatting, video conferencing, streaming, etc. 
Professional design and premium materials will give  a serious look to your PC set-up and your friends, battle 
comrades and followers will hear you clear and clean all the time. Non-slip tripod offers angle adjustment 
and ensures high stability of the microphone on the desktop. You can mute microphone using on/off switch.

Specifications: 
⁄ Operation voltage: DC 1,5 V  
⁄ Impedance: ≤ 2,2 kΩ 
⁄ Sensitivity: -30 dB ± 3 dB  
⁄ Frequency response: 50 Hz-16 kHz 
⁄ S/N ratio: > 36 dB  
⁄ Microphone unit: Omni Condenser  
⁄ Cord length: 1,8 m 
⁄ Plug: 3,5 mm Jack54
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 USB Powered
 Volume Control
 Portable Size

Elegant stereo speakers 2.0, ultra compact dimensions, 
powered via a standard USB interface. Ideal choise for 
intensifying the sound experience from your notebook, netbook 
or PC. The audio signal is transferred via a standard 3.5 mm 
audio jack. Volume control on the rear side of the speaker.

Specifications: 
⁄ Power Input: USB 5 V  
⁄ Loudspeaker output: 2× 3 W (RMS) 
⁄ Speaker impedance:  4 Ω 
⁄ Frequency response: 150 Hz–20 KHz 
⁄ Signal-to-Noice: ≥ 80 dB 
⁄ Dimensions: 85 × 85 × 107 mm 
⁄ Weight: 550 g

Stereo speakers 2.0
YSP 2001BE
YSP 2001BK
YSP 2001RD
YSP 2001WH
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 USB Powered
 In-line volume controler
 Clear and precise sound

USB powered wooden stereo speakers with clear and accurate sound will 
improve the quality of audio performance of your laptop or PC. In-line volume 
control will allow you easy and comfortable volume settings. The audio signal 
is transferred via a standard stereo 3.5 mm audio jack. 

Specifications: 
⁄ Power input: USB 5 V DC  
⁄ Impedance: 4 Ω 
⁄ Signal-to-Noice ≥ 70 dB 
⁄ Loudspeaker output: 2× 2,5 W (RMS) 
⁄ Frequency response: 50 Hz-20 kHz 
⁄ Dimensions: 85 × 85 × 130 mm 
⁄ Weight: 530 g 
⁄ Cable length: 130 cm

USB stereo speakers 2.0
YSP 2010BN
YSP 2010BK
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 Volume control
 Attractive design
 LED Power Indicator

Active 2.0 desktop speakers are optimal solution for best music, movie  
or gaming sound experience. Enjoy ultimate sound quality combined with 
attractive design. Easy access to volume settings and power on/off with  
front panel control button.

Specifications: 
⁄ Power input:  230 V / 50 Hz ⁄ Speaker unit impendance: 8 Ω 
⁄ Signal-to-Noice: 60 dB ⁄ Output power (RMS): 5 W 
⁄ Frequency response: 120 Hz–18 kHz ⁄ Plug: 3.5 mm audio jack 
⁄ Audio kabel: 1,1 m ⁄ Power cord: 1,3 m ⁄ Dimensions: 155 × 95 × 79 mm 
⁄ Net weight 890 g

Active desktop speakers 2.0
YSP 2020BK
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 Compact and stylish designl
 Volume and bass control
 Clear and accurate sound

Enjoy music, games or movies with 2.1 desktop speaker system 
offering clear and accurate sound experience. The subwoofer  
is made of quality fibreboard in order to reduce audio resonances. 
The bass reflex port provides well balanced bass which can be also 
adjusted by trimmer on the side of the subwoofer. Thanks to volume 
and bass regulation you can adjust the sound in order to meet your 
audio expectations. Compact size allows you to place satelites  
at your working desk next to your screen or laptop and yet ensures 
enough working space around them.

Specifications: 
⁄ Power input: 110 - 220 V AC,  50/60 Hz 
⁄ Total RMS: 8 W (5 W + 2x 1,5 W) 
⁄ Impedance: 4 Ω 
⁄ Speaker unit: 3", 2× 2,5" 
⁄ Frequency Response: 100 Hz - 20 kHz 
⁄ Audio cable length: 1,2 m 
⁄ Audio plug: 3,5 mm Jack 
⁄ Sattelite cable length: 1,5 m 
⁄ Subwoofer size 215 × 135 × 167 mm 
⁄ Satellites dimensions: 71 × 67 × 119 mm

2.1 Desktop speaker system
YSP 212BK
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Portable outdoor bluetooth speaker
YSP 3003BE
YSP 3003GN
YSP 3003GY
YSP 3003WE

 Durable shockproof outdoor design
 Outstanding sound and powerful bass
 Supports bluetooth/AUX/micro SD playback

Waterproof, dustproof and shockproof bluetooth speaker which is suitable for 
your favorite outdoor or indoor activities. You are offered amazing 360° music 
experience through the 40 mm driver unit with a passive subwoofer for a rich 
bass tones. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery with a capacity of 600 mAh 
provides an impressive eight hours non-stop music playtime. Connect the 
speaker with any bluetooth enabled device and listen to your music or receive 
phonecalls thanks to built-in microphone and hands-free function. Traditional 
AUX input alows you to play your music from non-bluetooth devices such as 
iPod, MP3 etc. You can also listen your audio files from micro SD cards with 
capacity up to 32 GB. Intuitiv control panel is easy to use in any conditions.  
With four water and dust  protected control buttons you can adjust volume, jump 
to next or previous song, recive your calls or even dial last called number on your 
phone. You will definitely love bluetooth remote shutter function which allows 
you to take a pictures from your phone anytime, anywhere. For comfortable use 
in any situation, package contents metal carbine and outdoor rope to hang your 
speaker to your backpack, bike, tent, etc.

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× Outdoor carabine ⁄ 1× Outdoor rope 60cm
⁄ 1× Stereo audio cable 3.5 mm jack 
⁄ 1× USB charging cable ⁄ 1× User manual 

Specifications: 
⁄ Power input: DC 5 V/500 mA 
⁄ Battery: Li-ion (600 mAh) ⁄ Speaker impedance:  2 Ω 
⁄ Frequency response: 120 Hz–18 kHz ⁄ Power output: 3 W 
⁄ Charging time: 3 h ⁄ Playtime: 8 h ⁄ Bluetooth version 3.0 
⁄ Transmission range: ≥ 10 m ⁄ AUX input: 3,5 mm jack 
⁄ Card slot: TF/Micro SD up to 32 GB ⁄ Driver unit: Ø 40 mm 
⁄ IP protection: IP44 (protected against splashing water) 
⁄ Dimensions: 80 × 80 × 41 mm ⁄ Weight: 145 g 59
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Universal notebook adapter 90 W 
YAU 90011

 Automatic voltage detection
 For most 18.5-20 V DC notebooks
 Overload and shortcut protection

Universal Notebook adapter suitable for most models available 
on the market. Automatic voltage adjustment is sequred with  
set of 11 detachable connectors. For maximum protection of 
your device adapter has over-current, over-voltage and short-
circuit protection. 

Specifications: 
⁄ Input: AC 110-240 V/1,8 A; 50/60 Hz  
⁄ Output: DC 18,5-20 V; 90 W 
⁄ Efficiency: > 87 % 
⁄ Operating temperature: 0 - 40 °C 
⁄ Operation humidity: 20 - 85 % 
⁄ AC cord included in packaging 
⁄ Dimensions: 133 × 60 × 30 mm60
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 1000 mA
 Small size
 Overload protection

Mains charger with USB output. It includes several safety  
features such as short circuit protection or automatic  
overload shut off. A perfect travel partner.

Specifications:
⁄ Input voltage:  110–240 V AC 50/60 Hz, 130 mA 
⁄ Output USB: 5 V DC, 1 000 mA
⁄ Dimensions: 39,6 × 22,6 × 74,3 mm
⁄ Color: black, white 

USB charger
YAC 2003BK
YAC 2003WH
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Micro USB charger
YAC 2006MC

Micro USB charger
YAC 2016BK
YAC 2016WH

 Ergonomic design
 Power signalization
 High-energy efficient

High efficient USB charger compatible with all micro USB devices.  
Ideal as a spare charger for use at home, work or while traveling.

Specifications: 
⁄ Input: AC 100–240 V, 60/50 Hz  
⁄ Output: 5 V DC, 1 000 mA ⁄ Output plug: Micro USB

 Ergonomic design
 High-energy efficient
 Integrated micro USB cable

High efficient USB charger compatible with all micro USB devices.  
Ideal as a spare charger for use at home, work or while traveling.

Specifications: 
⁄ Input: AC 100–240 V, 60/50 Hz ⁄ Output: 5 V DC 2 000 mA 
⁄ Output plug: Micro USB ⁄ Cable length: 130 cm62
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USB Type-C  wall charger 
YAC 2026BK
YAC 2026WH

 Ergonomic design
 High-energy efficient
 USB Type-C wall charger

High efficient USB charger compatible with all USB Type-C devices.  
Ideal as a spare charger for use at home, work or while traveling.

Specifications: 
⁄ Input: AC 100–240 V, 60/50 Hz ⁄ Output: 5 V DC 2 000 mA 
⁄ Output plug: USB C ⁄ Cable length: 130 cm 63
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 4200 mA
 2× USB 
 Small size

High performance car USB charger which will make it possible to charge up to 
two USB devices at once. It includes several safety features such as short circuit 
protection or automatic overload shut off. A perfect travel partner.

Specifications:
⁄ Input voltage: DC 12 V ⁄ Output voltage: DC 5 V ⁄ Output current: 2× 2100 mA
⁄ LED indication: blue  ⁄ Dimensions: 25 × 69 × Ø 20 mm ⁄ Color: black

 2000 mA
 2× USB 
 Small size

Car mini USB charger which will make it possible to charge up to two  
USB devices at once. It includes several safety features such as short  
circuit protection or automatic overload shut off. A perfect travel partner.

Specifications:
⁄ Input voltage: DC 12 V ⁄ Output voltage: DC 5 V ⁄ Output current: 2× 2100 mA
⁄ LED indication: blue ⁄ Dimensions: 25 × 69 × Ø 20 mm ⁄ Color: black

USB car charger
YAC 2001

MicroUSB car charger with  
USB port
YAC 2002
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 Compact and lightweight
 Integrated micro USB cable
 Simultaneously charging of two devices

Car charger with integrated microUSB cable (1,5m max.)  
and additional USB port. Compatible with a wide array  
of microUSB and USB devices.

Specifications: 
⁄ Input: DC 12-24 V ⁄ Output: DC 5 V max. 2,1 A 
⁄ USB port – 2,1 A  (if used only) ⁄ Micro USB – 1 A

MicroUSB car charger  
with USB port
YAC 2004
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 Unique fashionable design
 Intelligent output identification
 For smart phones and tablets

Fashionable dual 4.8 A car charger with intelligent output identification  
on each USB port. Charger is suitable for smartphones and tablets and  
it can charge two devices simultaneously. For maximum safety this fast 
charger includes temperature protection, short circuit protection, input 
overvoltage protection and output overcurrent protection.

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 12–24 V DC 
⁄ Output: USB 5 V DC 2,4 A + 2,4 A 
⁄ Dimensions: 26 × 68 mm

Dual USB car charger 4.8 A
YAC 2048BK
YAC 2048SR
YAC 2048GD
YAC 2048RE
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5-Port USB charging station
YAC 3005BK
YAC 3005WE

 Smart charging
 Safety features
 Portable size

5-Port USB Charging station with total 40 W/8 A output power 
provides simultaneous multi-device charging. Optimal charging 
is secured with built-in smart IC device detection and 2.4 A max. 
current output on a single port. The charging station is compatible 
with various tablets, smartphones and other USB powered devices. 
Safety features as over voltage, over current, temperature and  
short-circult protection will keep you and your devices allways  
safe. The station is ideal as a family charging solution at home  
or when traveling.

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 100–240 V / 50–60 Hz
⁄ Output: DC 5 V / 8,0 A (40 W) 
⁄ Single port output: 2.4 A (max.)
⁄ Europlug power cord included
⁄ Dimensions: 91 × 58 × 26 mm
⁄ Weight: 160 g68
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Wireless charger 5 W 
YAC 5005

 Qi certificated
 Non-slip design 
 LED light indication 

A wireless charging pad with 5 W of power and a QI certificate is an ideal choice  
for wireless charging of your phone. Just put your phone on the pad and the wireless 
charging will start automatically. A decent LED indication informs you on the 
charging status. The charger is compatible with all phones equipped with the wireless 
Qi standard technology, either directly from factory or you can buy recommended 
compatible accessories. The charger is equipped with a detector of foreign subjects, 
protection against overheating, input overvoltage, and output overcurrent. If metallic 
or magnetic items that do not support wireless charging are put on the charger,  
red LED indicator will flash and the charging will be interrupted. When 100% of  
the battery capacity is reached, the charging pad will keep the phone fully charged. 
Anti-slip rubber feet will protect your charger and phone against motion. The applied 
materials secure the charging station against excessive wear by frequent use.  
The USB C cable is included.  

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 5 V 2 A, USB C
⁄ Output: 5 V 1 A
⁄ Product standart: Qi
⁄ Charging distance: ≤ 10 mm
⁄ Charging efficiency: ≤ 80%
⁄ Material: ABS 
⁄ Charging cable included
⁄ Cable length: 1 m
⁄ Dimensions: 95 × 14 mm
⁄ Weight: 75 g70
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Wireless charger 10 W 
YAC 5010

 Qi certificated
 Non-slip design 
 LED light indication 

A wireless charging pad with 10 W of power and a QI certificate is an ideal  
choice for wireless charging of your phone. Just put your phone on the pad  
and the wireless charging will start automatically. A decent LED indication informs 
you on the charging status. The charger is compatible with all phones equipped 
with the wireless Qi standard technology, either directly from factory or you can 
buy recommended compatible accessories. The charger is equipped with  
a detector of foreign subjects, protection against overheating, input overvoltage, 
and output overcurrent. If metallic or magnetic items that do not support wireless 
charging are put on the charger, red LED indicator will flash and the charging will 
be interrupted. When 100% of the battery capacity is reached, the charging pad 
will keep the phone fully charged. Anti-slip rubber feet will protect your charger 
and phone against motion. The applied materials secure the charging station 
against excessive wear by frequent use. The USB C cable is included.  

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 5 V / 2 A   9 V / 1,67 A, USB C
⁄ Output: 5 V / 1 A   9 V / 1,2 A (5 W / 7,5 W / 10 W)
⁄ Product standart: Qi
⁄ Charging distance: ≤ 10 mm
⁄ Charging efficiency: ≤ 80%
⁄ Weight: 98 g
⁄ Dimensions: 79 × 9 mm
⁄ Material:  ABS 
⁄ Charging cable included
⁄ Cable length: 1,5 m 71
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Bluetooth selfie stick 
MONDO
YSM 100SF

 Easily adjustable length
 Durable and Lightweight
 Bluetooth remote shutter

Durable and lightweight selfie stick with Bluetooth remote shutter suitable for 
smartphones (4" - 5.5"), cameras and action cameras. Durable and lightweight 
selfie stick with Bluetooth remote shutter suitable for smartphones (4" - 5.5"), 
cameras and action cameras. Removable safety rubber belt for extra securing of 
your smartphone from falling out in extreme situations. Removable safety rubber 
belt for extra securing of your smartphone from falling out in extreme situations. 
Detachable remote shutter can be removed from stick if not used. You will 
appreciate this feature if you want to take snapshot by another hand or use tripod 
stand that could be attached to this selfie stick (tripod is not included in packaging). 
Included wrist belt will prevent accidental dropping of stick from hand. Practical 
carry bag made of waterproof material will keep your selfie set dry in wet conditions. 
Suitable for smartphones from 4" to 5.5".

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 5 V 100 mA 
⁄ Battery: lithium polymer 55 mAh 
⁄ Charging time: approx. 1 h 
⁄ Standby time: approx. 100 h
⁄ Bluetooth V3.0
⁄ Length: 24-95 cm (folded / max.) 
⁄ Max. load 5 kg 
⁄ Weight: 140-180 g 
 
Bluetooth shutter is compatible with Android 4.2.2  
or newer and iOS 6.0 or newer72
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Universal flexibile tripod 3 in 1
YSM 301BK

 Strong grip and stability
 360° shooting perspective
 Multi-purpose flexible design

Flexible, universal and portable tripod with built in 
standard 1/4" screw-thread for all cameras, shooting 
intents and conditions. Tripod set comes with phone 
holder and tripod mount for action cameras. Ultra 
friction rubber legs are designed to find balance 
on any uneven terrain or to be wrapped around 
any available object for safe and optimal shooting 
perspective. Rotation ballhead ensures 360° degree 
shooting perspective. Suitable for for home, travel 
and commercial use (Vlog, livestream, product 
review and release, etc).

Specifications:
⁄ Max. load 800 g
⁄ Materials: TPE, ABS+PC, Steel
⁄ Dimensions: 285 × 52 × 52 mm
⁄ Weight: 227 g
⁄ Smartphone and action camera adapter included. 73
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 All direction adjustable gooseneck
 Easy accessible and well visible
 Designed for one-hand operation

Best solution for mounting your mobile phone to the to the vehicle 
windshield. Easy adjustment to desired angle for optimal viewing. 
Suitable for phones width from 55 to 85 mm. Holding heigh adjustable 
from 118 to 150 mm. Gooseneck lenght 140 mm.

Universal mobile car holder
YSM 402L
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 2 in 1: mobile holder and USB charger
 Easy accessible and well visible
 Designed for one-hand operation

Best solution for mounting your mobile phone holder to the vehicle lighter port. 
Easy adjustment to desired angle for optimal viewing. Suitable for phones width 
from 55 to 85 mm. Holding heigh adjustable from 118 to 150 mm.

Specifications: 
⁄ Power input: DC 12-24 V 
⁄ Power output: DC 5 V 1,5 A 
⁄ Gooseneck lenght: 140 mm 
⁄ USB to micro USB cable included

Universal mobile car holder  
with USB charger
YSM 403L
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 All direction adjustable gooseneck
 Easy accessible and well visible
 Windshield and Dashboard mounting

Universal mobile car holder designed for mounting your  
mobile phone to the to the vehicle windshield or dashboard.  
Easy adjustment to desired angle for optimal viewing.  
Suitable for phones up to 6". Designed for one hand operation.

⁄ Width: adjustable from 50 to 95 mm
⁄ Height: from 95 to 160 mm 
⁄ Gooseneck lenght: 210 mm
⁄ 360° rotatable

Universal mobile car holder
YSM 405XL
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Magnetic air vent phone holder
YSM 501MG

 Comfortable use
 Angle adjustment
 No size limitations

Universal magnetic air vent phone holder is perfect car solution with 360° rotation and adjustable angle for 
optimal screen view. The holder is designed for reliable attachment to car air vent grid.  In order to ensure  
safe and stable fixation to any grid thicknes you can adjust its grip force pressure by using two-position lever. 
The holder with a with built-in magnets for powerful and safe fixation of your device. The polarity of magnets 
is harmonised in order to avoid any affect on an attached device functionality. Premium materials are used  
to protect your phone and air vents from scratches or damages. Accessory required for proper use is included 
in packaging.

Specifications: 
⁄ Magnet size Ø 33 mm ⁄ Suitable for: 1.5 to 3.5 mm grid thicknes
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 360° rotatable
 Easy to instal and remove
 Practical design and compact size

Best solution for your passengers entertainment.  
Suitable for 7" to 10.1" size tablets. Strong and precise  
grip ensures safe and easy use of your device.
IMPORTANT: Check traffic and safety regulations  
in your area, to ensure the lawful use of this device!

Specifications: 
⁄ 120 × 80 mm

Universal headrest car holder  
for tablet
YST 400
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 Protects display against scratches, dust and dirt 
 Easy application with included accesories
 Maintains original screen sensitivity

Microfiber cleaning cloth and scraper card are included in packaging. 

Specifications: 
⁄ 120 × 80 mm 
⁄ 1× Crystal clear foil 
⁄ 1×  Anti-fingerprint foil

Screen protection foil up to 5.5" 
Crystal clear + Anti-fingerprint
YPF 05UNICLMT

 Protects display against scratches, dust and dirt 
 Easy application with included accesories
 Maintains original screen sensitivity

Microfiber cleaning cloth and scraper card are included in packaging. 

Specifications: 
⁄ 165 × 125 mm 
⁄ 1× foil

Screen protection foil up to 8" 
YPF 08UNICL – Crystal clear
YPF 08UNIMT – Anti-fingerprint
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 Protects display against scratches, dust and dirt 
 Easy application with included accesories
 Maintains original screen sensitivity

Microfiber cleaning cloth and scraper card are included in packaging. 

Specifications: 
⁄ 225 × 155 mm 
⁄ 1 × foil

Screen protection  
foil up to 10.1"
YPF 10UNICL – Crystal clear
YPF 10UNIMT – Anti-fingerprint
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 Super clear
 High sensitivity 
 Full screen cover 

The curved protective glass covers completely the smartphone screen and protects 
it from damages, scratches and dust. High touch sensitivity, 3D touch support 
and outstanding transparency is achieved by the use of premium japanese raw 
materials. Easy and fast application without air bubbles is possible th anks to 
special silicon layer. Required application accessoriess are included in packaging.

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× damp tissue ⁄ 1× microfiber clot 
⁄ 1× adhesive tape for dust removal ⁄ 1× protective glass

 Super clear
 High sensitivity 
 Full screen cover 

The curved protective glass covers completely the smartphone screen and protects 
it from damages, scratches and dust. High touch sensitivity, 3D touch support 
and outstanding transparency is achieved by the use of premium japanese raw 
materials. Easy and fast application without air bubbles is possible th anks to 
special silicon layer. Required application accessoriess are included in packaging.

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× damp tissue ⁄ 1× microfiber clot 
⁄ 1× adhesive tape for dust removal ⁄ 1× protective glass

Curved screen protective glass
YPG 3D01 – Samsung S8 BK
YPG 3D02 – Samsung S8 TP

Curved screen protective glass
YPG 3D03 – Samsung S8 BK Plus
YPG 3D04 – Samsung S8 TP Plus
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 Super clear
 High sensitivity 
 Full screen cover 

The curved protective glass covers completely the smartphone screen and protects it from damages, scratches 
and dust. High touch sensitivity, 3D touch support and outstanding transparency is achieved by the use of premium 
japanese raw materials. Easy and fast application without air bubbles is possible th anks to special silicon layer. 
Required application accessoriess are included in packaging.

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× damp tissue ⁄ 1× microfiber clot 
⁄ 1× adhesive tape for dust removal 
⁄ 1× protective glass

Curved screen protective glass
YPG 3D05 – iPhone 7 BK
YPG 3D06 – iPhone 7 WH
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Screen protective glass (Edge to edge)
YPG ETE05 - Huawei Mate 10 Lite
YPG ETE06 - Huawei P20 Lite 
YPG ETE07 - Huawei P20
YPG ETE08 - Huawei P Smart  
YPG ETE12 - Honor 10

 Super clear
 High sensitivity 
 Full screen cover 

The protective glass covers the smartphone screen and protects it from 
damages, scratches and dust. The Edge to edge protection will provide the 
security of your phone’s entire front side from edge to edge.

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× damp tissue 
⁄ 1× microfiber clot 
⁄ 1× adhesive tape for dust removal 
⁄ 1× protective glass 83
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Screen protective glass
YPG NO01 - Samsung A3 (2017) 
YPG NO02 - Samsung A5 (2017)

Screen protective glass
YPG NO04 - Samsung J3 (2017) 
YPG NO06 - Samsung J5 (2017)

 Super clear
 High sensitivity 
 Optimal protection 

The protective glass covers the smartphone screen and protects it from 
damages, scratches and dust. High touch sensitivity, 3D touch support and 
outstanding transparency is achieved by the use of premium japanese raw 
materials. Easy and fast application without air bubbles is possible thanks to 
special silicon layer. Required application accessoriess are included in packaging

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× damp tissue 
⁄ 1× microfiber clot 
⁄ 1× adhesive tape for dust removal 
⁄ 1× protective glass

 Super clear
 High sensitivity 
 Optimal protection 

The protective glass covers the smartphone screen and protects it from 
damages, scratches and dust. High touch sensitivity, 3D touch support and 
outstanding transparency is achieved by the use of premium japanese raw 
materials. Easy and fast application without air bubbles is possible thanks to 
special silicon layer. Required application accessoriess are included in packaging.

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× damp tissue 
⁄ 1× microfiber clot 
⁄ 1× adhesive tape for dust removal 
⁄ 1× protective glass84
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Screen protective glass
YPG NO07 - iPhone 5S,5SE 
YPG NO08 - iPhone 7

 Super clear
 High sensitivity 
 Optimal protection 

The protective glass covers the smartphone screen and protects it from 
damages, scratches and dust. High touch sensitivity, 3D touch support and 
outstanding transparency is achieved by the use of premium japanese raw 
materials. Easy and fast application without air bubbles is possible thanks to 
special silicon layer. Required application accessoriess are included in packaging

Package contents: 
⁄ 1× damp tissue 
⁄ 1× microfiber clot 
⁄ 1× adhesive tape for dust removal 
⁄ 1× protective glass 85
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 Extremely comfortable
 Pocket for small items
 Reflective elements

Comfortable high-quality jogging mobile phone case. High quality design and 
materials will protect your phone from sweat and external influences and alow 
you to control it easy. The case is easy to use and comfortable to wear. 

Universal size for devices up to a maximum 5.2" screen size. 

Specifications: 
⁄ Frame dimensions: 140 × 68 mm 
⁄ Inner dimensions: 145 × 73 mm 
⁄ Material: PVC/Velcro/Lycra

Sports armband for mobile phone
YBM A505XL
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Sports armband for mobile phone
YBM A510XL
YBM A510XXL

 Fingerprint unlock
 Reflective safety features
 Key and credit card storage

Premium smartphone armband with fingerprint ID access, reflective 
features and key, credit card or cash storage. Quality materials will 
protect your phone from sweat and external influences. Hidden cable 
cutouts on bottom and upper armband side are placed to fit to most 
available phone types and brands.

Suitable for: iPhone 6/7/8/X, Zenfone Live, Xiaomi Redmi X4,
NOKIA  3, HUAWEI P8 light, P10 light, P10, SAMSUNG Galaxy A3, 
Galaxy S5, Galaxy A5, Galaxy J3, Galaxy S7 and more.

Specifications YBM A510XL: 
⁄ Max. phone height: 145 mm 
⁄ Max. phone width: 72 mm 
⁄ Material: 75% Lycra + 25% TPU 

Specifications YBM A510XXL: 
⁄ Max. phone height: 160 mm 
⁄ Max. phone width: 78 mm 
⁄ Material: 75% Lycra + 25% TPU 87
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 Sensitive touch screen
 Easy and safe attachment
 Case for small accessories

Bike handlebar phone holder with storage case for small accessories. High 
sensitive touch screen will allow you to use your smart  phone while driving.  
Hard case provides protection against dust, scratches and water splashes. 
For additional road safety case edges are made from reflective materials  
for better visibility in the dark.

Specifications YBM B0150: 
⁄ Phone pocket size: 17 × 9,5 × 7 cm  
⁄ Touch screen size: 12,9 × 8,3 cm  
⁄ Storage space volume: 0,52 l  
⁄ Material: PVC, Oxford fabric, Lycra 
⁄ IP protection: X4 

Specifications YBM B0155: 
⁄ Phone pocket size: 18.5 × 10 × 5 cm 
⁄ Touch screen size: 14 × 9 cm  
⁄ Storage space volume: 0,68 l  
⁄ Material: PVC, Oxford fabric, Lycra 
⁄ IP protection: X4

Bike handlebar phone holder with case
YBM B0150
YBM B0155
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 Functional and attractive design
 Reflective surfaces
 Universal use

Quality sports pocket for your music player, mobile phone, keys or other small items.  
It will please with its clever details that you will appreciate during your outdoor 
activities. Premium materials ensure a long lifetime and maximum comfort.

Specifications: 
⁄ Maximal length of the belt (including pocket): 95 cm 
⁄ Pocket dimensiones: 180 × 210 × 90 mm

Outdoor running waist bag
YBM W500BK
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 Fingerprint unlock
 Reflective safety features
 Extra storage for small items

Premium smartphone weistbag with fingerprint ID access, reflective features and 
additional storage for small items. Quality materials will protect your phone from 
sweat and external influences. Headphones cable cutouts are placed on left and 
right side in order to fit most available phone types and brands.

Specifications: 
⁄ Max. phone height: 160 mm
⁄ Max. phone width: 80 mm
⁄ Material: 80% Lycra with TPU coating + 20% TPU 

Outdoor running waist bag
YBM W510BK
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 Premium quality
 Metallic connectors
 Fashionable & practical

Audio AUX Stereo cable with 3.5 mm jack and colored metallic connector.

Specifications: 
⁄ Plug: 2× 3,5 mm stereo (male to male)
⁄ Length: 1 m /2 m

Audio AUX stereo cable
YCA 201 BSR  – Length: 1 m
YCA 202 BSR – Length: 2 m

 Premium quality
 Metallic connectors
 Fashionable & practical

Audio AUX Stereo extension cable with 3.5 mm jack and colored metallic connector.

Specifications: 
⁄ Plug: 2× 3,5 mm stereo (male to male) 
⁄ Length: 1.8 m, (outstretched)

Audio AUX stereo extension  
cable
YCA 402 BSR
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 Premium quality
 Metallic connectors
 Fashionable & practical

Audio AUX Stereo extension cable with 3.5 mm jack and colored metallic connector.

Specifications: 
⁄ Plug: 2× 3,5 mm stereo (male to male) 
⁄ Length: 2 m

 Premium quality
 Metallic connectors
 Fashionable & practical

Audio AUX Stereo extension cable with 3.5 mm jack and colored metallic connector.

Specifications: 
⁄ Plug: 2× 3,5 mm stereo (male to male) 
⁄ Length: 5 m

Audio AUX stereo extension 
cable
YCA 222 BSR – Length: 2 m

Audio AUX stereo extension 
cable
YCA 225 BSR – Length: 5 m
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 Premium quality
 Fashionable & practical
 Durable aluminum housing

Sync and charge USB A / B micro cable made from pleasant and durable materials. 

Specifications: 
⁄ USB 2.0 - data transfer and charging 
⁄ Plug: USB A / B mikro (male to male)

Sync & Charge USB cable

1 m 
YCU 221 BBE
YCU 221 BSR 
YCU 221 PPE 
YCU 221 WSR

2 m 
YCU 222 BBE 
YCU 222 BSR 
YCU 222 PPE 
YCU 222 WSR
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 Reversible Type-C design
 High speed and fast charging
 Aluminium housing and nylon braiding

USB Type-C cable achives up to 480 Mbps transfer speed and supports fast charging. 
Reversible design of the USB type- C connector helps you to plug it in your devices no 
matter which side up or down. Premium aluminum housing and durable nylon braiding 
will ensure durability, flexibility and long cable life

Specifications: 
⁄ Data transfer: up to 480 Mbps ⁄ Charging current: 3 A max. 
⁄ Connector: USB A 2.0 / USB type-C

Sync & Charge USB cable

1 m 
YCU 301 BE 
YCU 301 BK 
YCU 301 GY

2 m 
YCU 302 BE 
YCU 302 BK 
YCU 302 GY
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 Premium quality
 Metallic connectors
 Durable braided cable

MFi certificated sync and charge Lightning cable. Suitable for all Apple products 
with lightning connector (iPad, iPhone and iPod). Braided cable ensures outstanding 
durability and long lifespan. Metallic lightning connector is designed to fit into most 
cases and covers used for Apple devices.

Specifications: 
⁄ Plug: USB 2.0 / Lightning
⁄ Use: Data transfer and charging

Lightning Sync & Charge cable

1 m 
YCU 611 BK 
YCU 611 GD 
YCU 611 GY 
YCU 611 RE 
YCU 611 SR

2 m 
YCU 612 BK 
YCU 612 SR
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 Full protection for your camera
 Neck Strap
 Extra pocket

Neoprene case for cameras, navigations or mobile phones.  
Ideal protection against scratching and dust. On your travels you  
will appreciate the metal loop for fastening the strap on the neck  
and the additional compartment for the safe storage of one‘s ID, 
valuables, memory cards, etc.

Included contents:
⁄ Case ⁄ Neck strap

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: neoprene 
⁄ Inside material: neoprene 
⁄ Dimensions: 120 × 80 × 20 mm 
⁄ Color: black/orange

Multipurpose
case

Camera case GLACIER
YBC 200BK
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 Full protection for your camera
 Neck Strap
 Belt Strap

Quality stylish case for cameras, GPS navigations and similar digital 
devices. Ideal protection against mechanical damage, rain and dust. A zip 
with two rubber-coated riders provides fast and safe access to your device. 
Padding of the internal part of the case protects the device from scratching. 
The case can be carried on the belt or over the shoulder.

Included contents:
⁄ Case
⁄ Neck or shoulder strap

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: 600D nylon ⁄ Inside material: 210D nylon
⁄ Color: black/orange

Dimensions:

YBC 300BK
⁄ External dimensions: 85 × 130 × 45 mm

Camera case YOSEMITE
YBC 300BK – M
YBC 320BK – L

FOR DIGITAL 

CAMERAS

YBC 320BK
⁄ External dimensions: 90 × 145 × 45 mm 97
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 Full protection for your DLSR
 Belt Strap
 Bottom impact protection

The light and durable case provides ideal protection against mechanical 
damage, rain and dust for your reflex camera. A total of five pockets provides 
enough space for the safe storage of not only your accessories. The external 
front zip pocket is ideal for the safe storage of one‘s ID and valuables and 
contains a mini Velcro zip case for memory cards or spare batteries.  
Two external meshed side pockets will come in handy for storing cables 
and minor accessories. The reinforced internal padding from a fine material 
protects against scratching ensures that the camera is firmly fixed in position 
while being carried. A zip with two rubber-coated riders provides fast and safe 
access to your device. The case can be carried on the belt, over the shoulder 
or in one‘s hand. Rubber coated underside of the case provides maximum 
protection against impacts from underneath.

Included contents:
⁄ Case ⁄ Adjustable shoulder strap

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: 600D nylon ⁄ Inside material: velvet ⁄ Color: black/orange

Dimensions:
⁄ External dimensions bottom side: 115 × 120 × 180 mm
⁄ Inner dimensiones: 105 × 100 × 155 mm 

DSLR case CANYONLANDS (M)
YBC 510BK

FOR 
DSLR
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DSLR case CANYONLANDS (L)
YBC 520BK

 Full protection for your DLSR
 Belt Strap
 Bottom impact protection

The light and durable case provides ideal protection against mechanical 
damage, rain and dust for your reflex camera. A total of five pockets provides 
enough space for the safe storage of not only your accessories. The external 
front zip pocket is ideal for the safe storage of one‘s ID and valuables and 
contains a mini Velcro zip case for memory cards or spare batteries.  
Two external meshed side pockets will come in handy for storing cables 
and minor accessories. The reinforced internal padding from a fine material 
protects against scratching ensures that the camera is firmly fixed in position 
while being carried. A zip with two rubber-coated riders provides fast and safe 
access to your device. The case can be carried on the belt, over the shoulder 
or in one‘s hand. Rubber coated underside of the case provides maximum 
protection against impacts from underneath.

Included contents:
⁄ Case ⁄ Adjustable shoulder strap

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: 600D nylon ⁄ Inside material: velvet ⁄ Color: black/orange

Dimensions:
⁄ External dimensions bottom side: 145 × 120 × 220 mm
⁄ Inner dimensiones: 145 × 105 × 185 mm

FOR 
DSLR
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 Full protection for your camera
 Belt Strap
 Bottom impact protection

The light and durable case provides ideal protection against mechanical damage, rain and dust for your video camera or ultra-zoom camera. The reinforced Velcro zip front flap protects 
the device against impacts from the front while providing fast access to the accessories stored in the front meshed pocket (ideal for storing memory cards and batteries). Two external 
side pockets will come in handy for storing other minor accessories. The reinforced internal padding from a fine material protects the device against scratching ensures that the camera 
is firmly fixed in position while being carried. You will surely appreciate the hidden internal mesh pocket for storing your valuables and ID. A zip with two rubber-coated riders provides 
fast and safe access to your device. The case can be carried on the belt, over the shoulder or in one‘s hand. Rubber coated underside of the case provides maximum protection against 
impacts from underneath.

Included contents:
⁄ Case ⁄ Adjustable shoulder strap

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: 600D nylon ⁄ Inside material: samet ⁄ External dimensions bottom side 132 × 95 × 113 mm ⁄ Inner dimensiones: 150 × 90 × 100 mm

Camera case CANYONLANDS
YBC 600BK
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 Fashionable and sleek design
 Mesh pockets for accessories
 Easy portability and high durability

Best protection for your electronic gadgets as 2,5" 
HDD, GPS, Power Banks, Cameras, etc. Additional mesh 
pockets for memory cards, spare batteries, cables, etc.

Specifications: 
⁄ Outside material: EVA 
⁄ Inside material: Multispandex
⁄ Inner dimensiones: 80 × 130 × 32 mm

Portable 2,5" HDD hard case
YBH A25GN
YBH A25GY
YBH A25OE
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Action camera hard case ZION
YBC 710BK - S 
YBC 720BK - M

 Universal travel storage 
 Compact size and high durability
 Camera and accessories compartments

Universal travel storage hard case for action camera and accessories. Soft sponge 
compartments ensures optimal protection for camera, basic mounts and accessories. 
Mesh pockets with zipper are perfect storage place for smaller accessories as cables, 
memory cards, etc. Inner compartment part can be removed so that case can be used 
as storage for another devices in suitable size.

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: PU
⁄ Inner material: velvet

Dimensions:

YBC 710BK
⁄ Outside dimensions: 180 × 135 × 67 mm
⁄ Inner dimensions: 160 × 115 × 58 mm

YBC 720BK
⁄ Outside dimensions: 230 × 175 × 67 mm
⁄ Inner dimensions: 215 × 155 × 58 mm102
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Dimensions:

YBK 710BK – 7/8"
⁄ Outside dimensions: 228 × 145 × 30 mm 
⁄ Inner dimensions: 222 × 135 × 12 mm

 3 in 1: case, stand and keyboard
 Adjustable corner hooks
 Modern design 

Universal protective case with a QWERTY keyboard and stand for 7/8" and 10.1" tablets. Innovative corner mounting 
system ensures safe carrying and prevents the tablet from falling out the of the case. The keyboard is compatible 
only with devices equipped with a USB OTG port. Please check if your device is supporting OTG before purchase. 
Case is made from quality synthetic materials that are pleasant to touch. Integrated micro USB cable for easily 
connecting your tablet to a keyboard. Stand and keyboard combination will make work on your tablet more 
pleasant, both at home and at work.Suitable for  7/8" and 10.1" tablets (at a 16:9 aspect ratio).

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 5 V DC/50-100 mA ⁄ Keyboard layout: US  
⁄ Material:  synthetic leather ⁄ Plug: micro USB ⁄ Cable length: 31 cm

ATTENTION - works correctly only with devices supporting OTG!!!

Keyboard case for tablets
YBK 0710BK – 7/8"
YBK 1010BK – 10,1"

YBK 1010BK – 10,1"
⁄ Outside dimensions: 282 × 190 × 28 mm 
⁄ Inner dimensions: 276 × 180 × 17 mm 103
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 Notebook bag for sizes up to 15.6"
 Optimum protection and unique design
 Flexible and durable material

High quality durable material for complete notebook protection. Light bag with 
extra compartments and pockets with a removable / adjustable shoulder strap.
A bag with a stylish and elegant Italian design made from modern materials.

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: 600D Nylon
⁄ Inside material: 210D Nylon
⁄ Weight capacity: 10kg ⁄ Color: black
⁄ Dimensions: 440 × 335 × 75mm (up to 15.6")

Notebook bag OHIO
YBN 1501

FITS TO ALL

NOTEBOOKS
UP TO 15,6"
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 Notebook bag for sizes up to 15.6"
 Optimum protection and unique design
 Flexible and durable material

High quality durable material for complete notebook protection. Light bag with 
extra compartments and pockets with a removable / adjustable shoulder strap.
A bag with a stylish and elegant Italian design made from modern materials.

Specifications:
⁄ Material: 1680D Nylon 
⁄ Color: black
⁄ Dimensions: 425 × 320 × 95 mm (up to 15.6")

FITS TO ALL

NOTEBOOKS
UP TO 15,6"

Notebook bag INDIANA
YBN 1521
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 Notebook bag for sizes up to 15.6"
 Optimum protection and unique design
 Flexible and durable material

High quality lightweigh bag with extra compartments and pockets for 
optimal notebook protection. Shoulder strap included.

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: Jacquard Nylon 
⁄ Inside material: 210D Nylon 
⁄ Weight capacity: 10 kg
⁄ Dimensions: 440 × 335 × 75 mm (up to 15.6")

Notebook bag OREGON
YBN 1531
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 Perfect organization of inner space
 Business casual and practical design
 Durable materials and optimal protection

It is suitable for business or casual daily use. Padded interior compartments 
for laptops up to 15.6" size or tablets up to 10.1" size ensures enough space 
and optimal protection of your devices from unexpected impacts. Bag can 
be attached to a trolley case handle for easier travel. Two front pockets are 
suitable for valuables, documents and frequently used trifles.

Specifications: 
⁄ Outside material: Frosted Nylon
⁄ Inside material: 210D Nylon
⁄ Suitable for laptops: up to 15.6"
⁄ Weigth capacity: 10 kg

Executive laptop bag TARMAC 15,6"
YBN 1541GY
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 Notebook bag for sizes up to 15.6"
 Optimum protection and unique design
 Flexible and durable material

A stylish light ladies “handbag” Genova with extra compartments and pockets 
provides complex protection of your notebook. This bag with its stylish and 
elegant Italian design and made from modern materials will certainly not go 
unnoticed. High quality durable materials ensure its long lifetime.

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: Complex Nylon (waterproof)
⁄ Inside material: 210D Nylon
⁄ Weight capacity: 10 kg 
⁄ Dimensions: 430 × 300 × 110 mm (up to 15.6")

Notebook bag GENOVA
YBN 1551BK

FITS TO ALL

NOTEBOOKS
UP TO 15,6"
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Notebook backpack MICHIGAN
YBB 1512

 Notebook backpack for sizes up to 15.6"
 Optimum protection and unique design
 Flexible and durable material

Elegant and practical backpack from a very durable material, ideal for everyday use on your travels.

Features:
⁄ Internal padded notebook chamber ⁄ Internal notebook fastening strap
⁄ Reinforced ergonomic hand grip ⁄ Adjustable padded shoulder straps
⁄ Double-sided deep opening ⁄ Double side mesh pockets 

Specifications:
⁄ Material: Twill Nylon ⁄ Color: black/gray ⁄ Dimensions: 320 × 450 × 190 mm up to 15.6"

FITS TO ALL

NOTEBOOKS
UP TO 15,6"
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 3 in 1 Backpack, Bag and Messenger
 Business casual and practical design
 Durable materials and optimal protection

Multifunctional backpack suitable for 15.6" laptops. Can be used as 
backpack, laptop bag or messenger bag. It is suitable for business 
or casual daily use. Padded interior compartments for laptops up to 
15.6" size or tablets up to 10.1" size ensures enough space and optimal 
protection of your devices from unexpected impacts. Bag can be 
attached to a trolley case handle for easier travel. Two front pockets are 
suitable for valuables, documents and frequently used trifles.

Specifications: 
⁄ Outside material: Frosted Nylon
⁄ Inside material: 210D Nylon
⁄ Suitable for laptops: up to 15,6"
⁄ Weigth Capacity: 10 kg 
⁄ Volume: 12 l

Convertible laptop backpack  
TARMAC 15,6"
YBB 1522GY

FITS TO ALL

NOTEBOOKS
UP TO 15,6"
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Protective Case & Stand PROVENCE

 Maximum Protection
 Premium Materials
 Universal Size

Universal protective case with stand suitable 
for 7", 8" and 10.1" tablets. Corner fixation and 
elastic strap closure ensures safe carrying and 
prevents the tablet from falling out of the case. 
Smooth microfiber interior lining provides optimal 
protection against scratches.

Specifications: 
/ Outside material: PU leather 
/ Inside material: microfiber

Max. Inner dimensiones:  
/ 130 × 200 × 12 mm

Max. Inner dimensiones:  
/ 134 × 216 × 12 mm

Max. Inner dimensiones:  
/ 174 × 267 × 12 mm

7" 8" 10,1"

 for 8" tablets
YBT 0815BE 
YBT 0815GY

 for 7" tablets
YBT 0715GY 
YBT 0715RD

 for 10.1" tablets
YBT 1015BK 
YBT 1015CT
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Protective sleeve TARMAC

 Optimal protection
 Durable and stylish
 Designed for daily use

TARMAC protective sleeve is perfect solution for safe 
and daily transportation of your laptop and tablet. 
Padded interior provides complete protection against 
scratches and unexpected impacts. Zip with two riders 
ensures fast and safe access to the device.

Specifications: 
/ Outside material: Frosted Nylon
/ Inside material: 210D Nylon

Inner dimensiones: 
/ 135 × 220 mm

Inner dimensiones:  
/ 185 × 270 mm

Inner dimensiones:  
/ 225 × 300 mm8" 13,3"10,1"

for 10,1" tablets
YBT 1035GY

for 8" tablets
YBT 0835GY

for 13,3" laptops
YBN 1235GY
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 Stylish design
 Optimum protection
 Suitable for everyday use

Practical and stylish carry bag for tablets up to a size of 10.1". Provides ideal protection against 
mechanical damage, rain and dust. The main pocket for safe storage of the tablet is lined with 
suede fabric and closed with a zip. For storing frequently used items and ID you will appreciate 
the two front pockets, the larger with a magnetic lock and the smaller with a zip. Apart from 
being carried on the shoulder, the bag, thanks to a hand grip, can also be carried in the hand.  
An adjustable padded shoulder strap is included.

Specifications:
⁄ Outside material: Jacquard nylon
⁄ Inside material: samet ⁄ Dimensions: 215 × 285 × 40 mm

Messenger tablet bag 10,1"
YBT 1040BK

Fits to 
all tablets 
up to 10.1
Fits to  
all tablets   
up to 10,1
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 Optimal protection
 Durable and stylish
 Designed for daily use

TARMAC messenger bag is perfect solution for safe and daily transportation of your 
tablet. Padded interior provides complete protection against scratches and unexpected 
impacts. Zip with two riders ensures fast and safe access to the device. Padded interior 
compartment for tablet up to 8" size ensures enough space and optimal protection 
of your device from unexpected impacts. Two front pockets are suitable for valuables, 
documents and frequently used trifles.

Specifications: 
/ Outside material: Frosted Nylon
/ Inside material: 210D Nylon
/ Suitable for tablets: up to 8"
/ Weigth Capacity: 1,5 kg

Messenger Tablet Bag TARMAC 8"
YBT 1070GY
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Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone
YCC 1010 - Galaxy J3 2017
YCC 1020 - Galaxy J5 2017 

Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone 
YCC 1030 - Galaxy A3 2017 
YCC 1040 - Galaxy A5 2017 

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported. 

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported. 116
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Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone 
YCC 1060 - iPhone SE 
YCC 1070 - iPhone 7/8

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported. 

Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone
YCC 1050 - Galaxy S8
YCC 1160 - Galaxy S9

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported. 

Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone 
YCC 1030 - Galaxy A3 2017 
YCC 1040 - Galaxy A5 2017 
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Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone
YCC 1120 - Huawei Mate Lite 10
YCC 1140 - Huawei P20 Lite

Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone
YCC 1080 - iPhone 7/8 Plus 
YCC 1090 - iPhone X

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported.

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported. 118
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Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone
YCC 1130 - Honor 9 Lite 
YCC 1180 - Honor 10

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported. 

Protective silicone case  
for mobile phone
YCC 1150 - Huawei P20
YCC 1170 - Huawei P Smart 

 Schockproof 
 Flexible material
 Optimal protection 

Protective silicone case protect your device from dust, scratches  
and damages. Highly durable material protects your phone before  
unexpected falls. Silicone case is designed for particular model,  
so you can charge or listen music without having to remove  
the cover. Thickness of the cover is suitable for magnetic holder  
using in your car. Wireless charging is supported. 119
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 Aluminium alloy case
 Integrated micro USB cable
 Intelligent power management 

Portable Power Bank with 8000mAh capacity that can charge  
2 devices at the same time. Suitable for mobile phones, tablets 
and many other devices requiring 5V DC USB power source. 
To check actual capacity status shake up power bank and LED 
sensor will show you how much is you power bank charged at the 
moment. Quick Charge, high transfer efficiency Li-ion battery cell 
ensures high safety and stability. Intelligent protective program 
prevents from overcharging, discharging and short-circuit.

Specifications:
⁄ Input: DC 5 V/2 A max. - micro USB
⁄ Battery type: Li-ion Polymer
⁄ Capacity 8 000 mAh/3,7 V (29,6 Wh)
⁄ Output: DC 5 V/1 A + DC 5 V/2,1 A - USB
⁄ Case material: Aluminium alloy
⁄ Charging cable included.
⁄ Dimensions: 131 × 66 × 14 mm
⁄ Weight: 190 g

Power Bank 8000 mAh
YPB 0180BK
YPB 0180GD
YPB 0180GY
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 Compact and lightweight 
 Safety protections
 Charge 2 devices at once

Portable Power Bank with 11 000 mAh or 6 000 mAh capacity that can charge 2 
devices at the same time. Suitable for mobile phones, tablets and many other  
devices requiring 5V DC USB power source. Quick Charge, high transfer efficiency  
Li-ion battery cell ensures high safety and stability. Intelligent protect program 
prevents overcharging, discharging and short-circuit.

Power Bank
YPB 0111BK - 11 000 mAh
YPB 0160BK - 6 000 mAh

Specifications:
⁄ Input: DC 5 V/1 A max. - micro USB
⁄ Battery type: Li-ion
⁄ Capacity: 6 000 mAh/3,7 V (22,2 Wh)
⁄ Output: DC 5 V/1 A + DC 5 V/2.1 A - USB
⁄ Charging cable included  
⁄ Size: 105 mm × 63 mm × 21,5 mm
⁄ Weight: 179 g

Specifications:
⁄ Input: DC 5 V/1 A max. - micro USB
⁄ Battery type: Li-ion 
⁄ Capacity: 11 000 mAh/3,7 V (40.7 Wh)
⁄ Output: DC 5 V/1 A + DC 5 V/2.1 A - USB
⁄ Charging cable included 
⁄ Size: 155 × 63 × 21.5 mm
⁄ Weight: 280 g122
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 Plug & Play
 Durable aluminum housing
 Resolution up to 1080p

Connect your devices to a TV set, a monitor or a projector via the VGA 
adapter. The Type C adapter supports video sharing in a resolution  
of up to 1080p @ 60 Hz. Extend your desktop with another monitor  
or mirror your device’s image onto a TV set or a projector. Just insert 
the USB C connector in your notebook, connect the target monitor via 
the VGA connector and you are mirroring the image from your device. 
The VGA adapter does not require any drivers to be installed. Aluminium 
body withstands everyday use and prevent the connector from damage. 
Reversible design of the USB type - C connector helps you to plug it in 
your devices no matter which side up or down.

Specifications:
⁄ Resolution: up to 1080p @ 60Hz 
⁄ Input: 1× USB C 
⁄ Output: 1× VGA 
⁄ Material: Aluminum
⁄ Cable Length: 20 cm
⁄ Size: 47 × 26 × 14,5 mm
⁄ Weight: 25 g

Type C to VGA adapter
YTC 011
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 Plug & Play
 Durable aluminum housing
 4K resolution supported 

Connect your devices to aTV set, a monitor or a projector via the HDMI adapter. The 
Type C adapter supports video sharing in a resolution of up to 4K 3840 × 2160 @ 30 Hz. 
Extend your desktop with another monitor or mirror your device’s image onto a TV set 
or a projector Insert the USB C connector to your notebook, mobile phone or tablet and 
connect the target monitor via the HDMI connector. The HDMI adapter does not require 
any drivers to be installed. Aluminium body withstands everyday use and prevent  
the connector from damage. The adapter is suitable for notebooks, tablets and mobile 
phones equipped with USB-C port. Reversible design of the USB type- C connector 
helps you to plug it in your devices no matter which side up or down.

Specifications:
⁄ Resolution up to (4K) 3840 × 2160 @ 30 Hz 
⁄ Input: 1× USB C 
⁄ Output: 1× HDMI 
⁄ Material: Aluminum
⁄ Cable Length: 20 cm
⁄ Dimension: 44 × 24 × 9 mm
⁄ Weight: 15 g

Type C to HDMI adapter
YTC 012
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 Plug & Play
 Durable aluminum housing
 2 in 1 solution 

Charge and synchronize your Type C device with a Micro USB or USB 3.0 reduction. 
The USB 3.0 reaches high-speed data transfer of up to 5 Gb/s. The adapter is suitable 
for notebooks, tablets and mobile phones equipped with USB-C port. Aluminium body 
withstands everyday use and prevent the connector from damage. Reversible design 
of the USB type- C connector helps you to plug it in your devices no matter which side 
up or down.

USB AF specifications:
⁄ Input: 1× USB 3.0 
⁄ Output: 1× USB C
⁄ Size: 24 × 16,8 × 7,8 mm 
⁄ Weight: 15 g

Micro USB specifications:
⁄ Input: 1× Micro USB ⁄ Output: 1× USB C
⁄ Material: Aluminum
⁄ Dimension: 20 × 14,5 × 5,5 mm
⁄ Weight: 12 g

Type C to Micro USB / USB 3.0 adapter  
YTC 021
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 Plug & Play
 Durable aluminum housing
 4K resolution supported 

Extend your desktop with another monitor or mirror your notebook, mobile phone  
or tablet onto a TV set or a projector in resolution of up to 4K 3840 × 2160 @ 30 Hz. 
The adaptor is equipped with a USB C port with Power delivery feature which supports 
your notebook charging while you are transferring your data or mirroring the image 
using the HDMI or USB 3.0 port. Connect your flash discs or external discs via USB 
3.0 reaching a high-speed data transfer of up to 5 Gb/s. Aluminium body withstands 
everyday use and prevent the connector from damage. Lightweight design and 
compact size make the adaptor great travel accessories. No installation of drivers  
is required. Just insert the USB C connector in your notebook, connect the target 
monitor via the HDMI connector and you are mirroring the image from your device. 
Reversible design of the USB type-C connector helps you to plug it in your devices  
no matter which side up or down. The adapter is suitable for notebooks, tablets and 
mobile phones equipped with USB-C port. 

Specifications:
⁄ Input: 1× USB C 
⁄ Power input: 61 W/20,3 V/3 A, 9 V/3 A, 5,2 V/2,4 A
⁄ Output: 1× USB 3.0
⁄ Data transfer rate: up to 5 Gbps
⁄ Power output: 5 V/2,4 A
⁄ 1× HDMI
⁄ Resolution up to 4K 3840 × 2160 @ 30 Hz
⁄ 1× USB C
⁄ Power output: 61 W / 20,3 V/3 A, 9 V/3 A, 5,2 V/2,4 A
⁄ Material: Aluminum
⁄ Cable length: 20 cm
⁄ Dimension: 50,8 × 58 × 11 mm
⁄ Weight: 62,6 g

Type C multi-port hub 
YTC 031
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FAST CR, a.s. reserves the right to change some of the technical parameters without notice. 


